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ABSTRACT
The International LOFAR Telescope is an interferometer with stations spread across Europe. With baselines of up to ∼ 2,000 km,
LOFAR has the unique capability of achieving sub-arcsecond resolution at frequencies below 200 MHz. However, it is technically
and logistically challenging to process LOFAR data at this resolution. To date only a handful of publications have exploited this
capability. Here we present a calibration strategy that builds on previous high-resolution work with LOFAR. It is implemented in a
pipeline using mostly dedicated LOFAR software tools and the same processing framework as the LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey
(LoTSS). We give an overview of the calibration strategy and discuss the special challenges inherent to enacting high-resolution
imaging with LOFAR, and describe the pipeline, which is publicly available, in detail. We demonstrate the calibration strategy by
using the pipeline on P205+55, a typical LoTSS pointing with an 8 hour observation and 13 international stations. We perform
in-field delay calibration, solution referencing to other calibrators in the field, self-calibration of these calibrators, and imaging of
example directions of interest in the field. We find that for this specific field and these ionospheric conditions, dispersive delay
solutions can be transferred between calibrators up to ∼1.5 degrees away, while phase solution transferral works well over ∼1
degree. We also demonstrate a check of the astrometry and flux density scale with the in-field delay calibrator source. Imaging in
17 directions, we find the restoring beam is typically ∼0.300×0.200 although this varies slightly over the entire 5 square degree field
of view. We find we can achieve ∼80 to 300 µJy bm−1 image rms noise, which is dependent on the distance from the phase centre;
typical values are ∼ 90 µJy bm−1 for the 8 hour observation with 48 MHz of bandwidth. Seventy percent of processed sources
are detected, and from this we estimate that we should be able to image roughly 900 sources per LoTSS pointing. This equates
to ∼3 million sources in the northern sky, which LoTSS will entirely cover in the next several years. Future optimisation of the
calibration strategy for efficient post-processing of LoTSS at high resolution (LoTSS-HR) makes this estimate a lower limit.
Key words. techniques: high angular resolution – radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – galaxies: active – galaxies: jets

1. Introduction
The LOw-Frequency Array (LOFAR; van Haarlem et al.
2013) is an interferometer that operates at frequencies between 10 and 240 MHz. The facility currently consists of 52
stations spread throughout Europe. Thirty-eight of these
stations are located in the Netherlands: 24 ‘core’ stations
within 4 km of the array centre in Exloo and a further 14
‘remote’ stations with baselines of up to 120 km. Calibrating the stations in the Netherlands to achieve 600 resolution maps in a 20 square degree field of view at 150 MHz
is now relatively routine due to the development of cali?

E-mail: leah.k.morabito@durham.ac.uk

bration and imaging strategies that cope with directiondependent effects (DDEs) at low frequencies (van Weeren
et al. 2016; Tasse et al. 2017; Tasse et al. 2020). There are
almost 400 publications to date that feature LOFAR results, which span a wide range of topics. However, the vast
majority of these use only stations in the Netherlands, for
imaging, polarisation, or time domain observations.
The LOFAR array has been expanded now to include 14
‘international’ stations, six of which are in Germany (Effelsberg, Unterweilenbach, Tautenburg, Jülich, Potsdam, and
Norderstedt), three are in Poland (Borówiec, Łazy, and
Baldy), and one each is in the UK (Chilbolton), France
(Nançay), Sweden (Onsala), Ireland (Birr), and Latvia
Article number, page 1 of 24
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(Ventspils). This geographic spread provides baselines of
up to 1989 km (from Birr to Łazy), which yields an angular
resolution of 0.2700 at 150 MHz. New stations are also being planned. The first will become operative in Italy, which
will improve the sensitivity, u-v coverage, and resolution.
No other low-frequency instrument is capable of such resolution, nor is such an instrument planned to exist, even in
the era of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).
Opening up the megahertz frequency regime to highresolution imaging is desirable for a wide range of science
cases. This has been demonstrated with both the LOFAR
high band antenna (HBA; 120–240 MHz) and low band antenna (LBA; 30–78 MHz) for individual sources. All but one
of the published studies conducted with the international
stations use the HBA (Moldón et al. 2015; Jackson et al.
2016; Varenius et al. 2015, 2016; Ramírez-Olivencia et al.
2018; Harris et al. 2019; Kappes et al. 2019). Excellent examples of the scientific potential include a study of M82 by
Varenius et al. (2015), where the authors investigated the
properties of the radio spectra at 154 MHz in the nuclear
region of the nearby galaxy, detecting seven previously uncatalogued compact objects, including supernova remnants,
and providing spatially resolved information for fitting the
radio spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of the supernova remnants. There is also significant discovery potential
with the LBA. For example Morabito et al. (2016) used
observations centred on 54 MHz to study the resolved morphological and spectral properties of a high-redshift radio
galaxy, showing that they are similar to low-redshift sources
of the same class; without the low-frequency high-resolution
imaging, this would not have been possible. These scientific
results all rely on using the full international LOFAR to
resolve substructure at low frequencies where synchrotron
processes dominate the radio spectrum.
The small number of publications making use of the full
international LOFAR telescope is due to the fact that the
calibration is technically challenging and the data volumes
are large. At low frequencies, the ionosphere plays a large
part in corrupting astronomical signals (for a detailed review see Intema et al. 2009). Even considering just the area
over the stations in the Netherlands, which are all within
120 km of one another, the ionospheric conditions can be
different; the wide geographic spread of international LOFAR stations exacerbates this problem. Another issue is
that although LOFAR is technically a connected interferometer (all stations have fibre feeds to the correlator), the
international and remote stations have independent clocks.
Offsets in the clock values (and, to a lesser extent, clock
drifts) introduce delays in the phase structure of the data.
Additionally, the correlator uses a geometric model to synchronise data from different stations, and the tolerance for
deviations from this model decreases as the distance between stations increases. Finally, the international stations
have different station beams than the core and remote stations. By default, the international stations use all 96 antenna tiles, meaning they have a larger geographic spread
than the compact core and remote stations, which can only
use 48 tiles simultaneously. However, the international stations have two main advantages. First, √
the international
stations are twice as sensitive (providing 2 increased sensitivity on baselines containing them), which is important
in the low signal-to-noise regime. Second, the larger effective area of the stations translates to smaller fields of view,
which are also reduced by bandwidth and time smearing.
Article number, page 2 of 24

Smaller fields of view mean extreme wide-field effects can
largely be ignored.
Another issue is calibration sources. Observing calibrator sources allows us to solve for effects that corrupt the
data, including instrumental effects and sky (propagation)
effects (an excellent overview is given in Smirnov 2011).
Standard flux density calibrators are bright sources with
high signal-to-noise and for which the flux density and
source structure is well known at the resolution of the observations; we use this information to set the absolute flux density scale and remove direction-independent instrumental
effects. After this correction, we can use fainter secondary
(or phase) calibrators to remove the effects of signal corruption in the direction of our target of interest. These effects
will mainly corrupt the phases, but it is not uncommon
to perform (slow) amplitude calibration on the secondary
calibrators.
Even with appropriate calibrator sources, it can be
difficult to calibrate the international LOFAR array to
produce reliably high-fidelity, high-resolution images. The
ionosphere introduces dispersive (i.e. frequency-dependent)
delays: d = ∆φ/∆ν, where d is delay, φ is phase, and ν is
frequency. At the LOFAR observing frequencies, this is a
dominant effect. This behaviour means we cannot rely on
delay calibration routines that assume that d is independent of ν, which is the case for virtually all radio calibration
software1 . Source structure is another major challenge for
proper calibration. With increasing resolution, the number
of sources that have truly compact source structure drops
drastically as extended emission drops out of the spatial
filter of the longer baselines. This has several effects: (i)
the sky density of sources decreases; (ii) there is less total
flux on compact scales and we move into a lower signal-tonoise regime; and (iii) resolved sources have increasingly
complicated visibility information and suitable models are
necessary to drive self-calibration to convergence.
Despite these challenges, we have made a substantial
amount of progress over the last few years. The Long Baseline Calibrator Survey (LBCS; Jackson et al. 2021, 2016) is
now complete and provides a database of calibrator sources
over the northern sky. We have developed a calibration
strategy and built a pipeline to carry out this strategy,
which forms the basis of high-resolution imaging with LOFAR. Additionally, initial tests have shown that we are able
to image targets within LOFAR’s wide field of view at subarcsecond resolution.
This is the first in a series of papers describing highresolution imaging with LOFAR. In this paper, we will
cover the overall calibration strategy that will prepare the
data for high-resolution imaging. Paper II is a companion
paper, which covers the complete Long Baseline Calibrator
Survey. Future papers will cover wide-area postage-stamp
surveying by post-processing data from the LOFAR Twometre Sky Survey (LoTSS; Shimwell et al. 2019) and a strategy for making a single wide-field image of the entire field
of view at once. The ultimate goal is wide-field imaging of
every pointing, which will open up an incredible discovery
space, but as this is extremely computationally expensive,
we can make great inroads in the meantime by postage1
A basic fringe-fitting algorithm that solves for dispersive delays has only recently been added to the Common Astronomy
Software Applications (CASA; McMullin et al. 2007), but this
is still in the experimental stage.

2. Observations and pre-processing
To showcase this pipeline we selected P205+55, a typical field from the LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS;
Shimwell et al. 2019). The data presented here are a reobservation of this field through a commissioning proposal
to provide high-resolution models for standard flux density
calibrators (PI: F. Sweijen). We used the standard LoTSS
observational setup, which is to use a standard flux density
calibrator bookended on either side of the 8-hour on-source
time. For this observation, the standard flux density calibrator was 3C 147, which is compact on ∼ 100 scales. The
standard flux density calibrators typically used by LOFAR,
in order of most compact to least compact, are: 3C 48, 3C
147, 3C 295, 3C 196. Recently high-resolution models for
3C 295 and 3C 1963 have become available. Although these
are all known to provide good bandpass solutions when appropriate models are provided, it is preferred to use the
most compact calibrator available for the HBA to get the
best solutions. When moving to the LBA, the user should
keep in mind that 3C 48, 3C 147, and 3C 295 all have lowfrequency spectral turn-overs that will reduce the signal-tonoise at the low end of the frequency range.
We employed the LoTSS observation strategy that is
described in detail in Shimwell et al. (2017), so we only
summarise the salient points here. The observation bandwidth is 120 - 168 MHz, which avoids the worst radio frequency interference (RFI) contamination at the high end
of the band and the poorest system equivalent flux density
(SEFD) at the low end of the band. The data were recorded
with 1 second sampling and in channels of 3.05 kHz width
(64 channels per subband, 244 subbands). The frequency
resolution allows for better RFI excision before averaging
the data, which the Radio Observatory performed as part
of the data-preprocessing using the AOflagger (Offringa
2

https://github.com/lmorabit/lofar-vlbi
3C 295 model courtesy of F. Sweijen and 3C 196 model courtesy of A. Offringa.
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stamp imaging of individual sources. Both of these strategies use the pipeline described here as a basis for preparing
the data for their more advanced calibration and imaging.
The pipeline can also be used on its own to generate
appropriately calibrated data for an observation of an individual target near or at the phase centre for PI-led projects.
This pipeline is publicly available on Github2 with complete documentation on how to use it. It has been designed to enable a non-expert LOFAR user to produce subarcsecond images using the international LOFAR array for
user-defined science targets in the field of view. The pipeline
is designed to operate on both HBA and LBA data, although here we only test data from the HBA.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the typical observational considerations (including
the observation used in this paper), Radio Observatory preprocessing, flux density calibrator pre-processing, and preprocessing of the Dutch array for the target observation.
Section 3 starts with a flowchart of the calibration strategy,
and describes the unique considerations for high-resolution
imaging with LOFAR. The high-resolution imaging pipeline
is described in Section 4, with post-pipeline steps described
in Section 5. Finally, results are presented in Section 6 with
a summary and future work given in Section 7.
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Fig. 1. Fraction of initial intensity for a point source as a
function of radius from the pointing centre, due to bandwidth
and time smearing losses, as calculated from equations in Bridle
& Schwab (1999).

2010). The data were then averaged to 12.205 kHz per channel (16 channels per subband) before being archived in the
LOFAR Long Term Archive (LTA).
This averaging strategy mitigates bandwidth and time
smearing to preserve the field of view as much as possible
while still reducing the data volume. As a rule of thumb, a
full data set averaged with these parameters will be 4 TB
with dysco compression (Offringa 2016) and 16 TB without compression. With time and frequency resolutions of
1 second and 12.205 kHz, the intensity losses from time
and bandwidth smearing (using equations 18-43 and 18-24
of Bridle & Schwab 1999) are roughly equal, as shown in
Figure 1. The bandwidth smearing is determined by the
frequency resolution and is baseline dependent with the
longest baseline being the most effected (for P205+55, this
is Ireland to Poland, 1989 km). The combined intensity
losses from bandwidth and time smearing are 20 percent at
a radius of 0.65 degrees from the phase centre, and drop to
50 percent at 1.14 degrees. Although the bandwidth smearing can be mitigated by retaining the data at the typical
64 channels per subband, the field of view will still be limited by the time smearing, and this should be kept in mind
when determining the observational strategy.
The Dutch stations can be configured for different observational modes, while the international stations always use
all 96 antenna elements (which provides increased sensitivity and decreased field of view when compared to stations
in the Netherlands). All of the Dutch stations contain a
total of 48 antenna tiles but in the core stations these are
divided equally into two sub-stations. The data were taken
with the hba_dual_inner mode, which uses all 24 tiles
in each core sub-station as a separate antenna, while the
remote stations use only their inner 24 (out of 48 total)
Article number, page 3 of 24
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Table 1. Observation parameters.

General
Date
25 January 2019
Mode
HBA_DUAL_INNER
Core stations
2×24
Remote stations
14
International stations 13 (pre Latvian station)
∆t
1 sec
∆ν observed
3.05 kHz
∆ν recorded
12.205 kHz
Total bandwidth
48 MHz
P205+55
Observation ID
On source time
Elevation

Target
13:40:13.20 +54.53.53.52
L693725
8 hours
> 60 degrees

3C 147
Observation ID
On source time

Calibrator
05:42:36.26 +49.51.07.08
L693719
10 minutes

antenna tiles. This yields a total of 75 stations for the observation. The observations are summarised in Table 1. The
u-v coverage of this observation is presented in Figure 2.
The high resolution calibration strategy will be described in the next section, but it is designed to be compatible with the pipelines used by the LOFAR Two-metre
Sky Survey (LoTSS). We summarise these pipelines and
their outputs in terms of the international stations here.
A summary of the computing resources necessary for this
processing is given in Appendix A.
2.1. Standard calibrator processing
Finding the gains and setting the flux density scale using
a standard calibrator can be accomplished using the prefactor4 pipeline Pre-Facet-Calibrator.parset. In this
paper we have used commit 7e9103d of the master branch.
This commit of the pipeline includes all international stations in the processing by default, which has negligible impact on the Dutch station solutions. However, this commit
does not have the high-resolution models appropriate for 3C
196 and 3C 2955 ; as our calibrator is 3C 147 this is not an
issue for P205+556 . As the documentation for prefactor
can be found at the Github repository, and a detailed description of the calibration strategy is given in de Gasperin
et al. (2018), here we simply summarise the relevant points.
The calibrator pipeline by default first flags and averages the data. The calibration is then performed in incremental steps; first solving for the complex XX and YY gains
and then extracting an effect from the solutions, before correcting for that effect and repeating the process using the
4

https://github.com/lofar-astron/prefactor
These have now been included in prefactor commit
79116d7.
6
This specific prefactor commit, which is known to be compatible with the LOFAR-VLBI pipeline, has been forked at
https://github.com/lmorabit/prefactor and the skymodels updated to include high-resolution models for all standard flux
density calibrators.
5
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corrected data. The following effects are found, in this order: polarisation alignment (correcting differences between
XX and YY), rotation measure (from Faraday rotation),
bandpass, clock, and total electron content (TEC) values.
The direction-independent effects (polarisation alignment,
bandpass, and clock) can then be transferred to the target
data. It is important to correct the amplitude gains for the
international stations as early as possible, so all stations
are on the same relative scale, and the flux density scale is
tied to a well-known calibrator source. Using standard flux
density calibrators ensures that that the gains are found in
a high signal-to-noise regime, which increases the quality of
the solutions.
The international station phases will vary more quickly
with frequency and time, and the bandpasses (which fix the
data amplitude scale to be in units of Janskys) typically
have values that are a factor of 2-3 higher than the Dutch
stations. The reason for higher values on international compared to core and remote stations is because the international stations have more tiles and are more sensitive; the
bandpass amplitude approximately reflects the station gain.
It is therefore important to check the prefactor-generated
inspection plots to ensure that default values for flagging
or clipping have not removed international stations erroneously. It can be the case that an international station
has corrupted data and should be removed, but this needs
to be assessed carefully. Catastrophic failures are reported
in the Radio Observatory observation logs. Figure 3 shows
the bandpass and final phase solutions (from the ion step)
from 3C 147 for P205+55.
2.2. Direction-independent processing of Dutch stations
Before starting the calibration of the international stations, we make use of prefactor solutions to correct
the Dutch stations. The reason this is important is described in detail in Section 3.3. The pipeline for the target (Pre-Facet-Target.parset) operates only on Dutch
stations, which reduces the number of baselines (and therefore data volume) by about a factor of six. The pipeline
begins by removing the international stations, flagging the
data, and removing bright off-axis sources via demixing if
necessary. Demixing is a process where the data are phaserotated to the nearby bright off-axis source, averaged down
in frequency and time, calibrated against a model; these solutions are then used to subtract the source from the data
(van der Tol et al. 2007). After this, the rotation measure
for each station, including the international stations, in the
direction of the target field is downloaded from Global Positioning System (GPS) data using the RMextract package
(Mevius 2018). These data only have measurements at 15
minute intervals, but it does provide an improvement by
correcting for bulk changes in the Total Electron Content
(TEC) in preparation for solving for differential TEC at a
later stage in the calibration process (Section 5.2).
Corrections are applied to the target in the following
order: polarisation alignment, bandpass, clock, beam, and
rotation measure. The data are then averaged by a factor
of four in both frequency and time. The contributions of
bright off-axis sources that were not demixed are estimated
and clipped from the data. Finally, the pipeline performs a
phase-only calibration against a skymodel extracted from
the TGSS-ADR1 (Intema et al. 2017). This survey is at
150 MHz and has a resolution of 2500 .

L.K. Morabito et al.: Sub-arcsecond LOFAR

Fig. 2. u-v coverage of the observation. Plotted are six discrete frequencies and one sample every 5 minutes of the observation,
including complex conjugates. On the left is the full u-v coverage, while the right panel shows a zoom in of the inner 100 kλ (∼200
km). The gap here corresponds approximately to scales of 2500 to 1200 .

Fig. 3. Calibrator solutions for 3C 147. These are two of the default plots generated by prefactor. On the left are bandpass
solutions for the XX polarisation. The international stations are those with values of ∼300 or above, while the Dutch station
bandpass values are clustered between 100 - 200. On the right are phase solutions for the XX polarisation, referenced to CS001HBA
(top left corner). Each of the sub-panels in the right hand panel share the same axes: 0 - 10 minutes for the time axis, and 120 168 MHz for the frequency axis. It is clear that the core stations (CS) and remote stations (RS) have phases that are close to each
other and vary slowly in frequency, while the international station phases (labelled with country codes DE, FR, SE, IR, PL, UK)
show faster variation with frequency (in the vertical direction). The amplitude values are a correction factor that fixes the data
scale to be in units of Janskys. The units of phase are radians.

The final steps of the target pipeline collect the calibrator and target solutions into a single file in Hierarchical
data format version 5 (The HDF Group 2000-2010), which
we call an h5parm. For the target, this comprises the rotation measure for all stations (including international) and
the phase-only solutions for the Dutch stations. Up to this
point, there is only one phase solution found for the entire

field per band (of ten subbands each), providing a directionindependent correction.
2.3. Direction-dependent processing of Dutch stations
The direction-independent calibrations for the target field
can be improved on by correcting DDEs. Section 2.3 in
Shimwell et al. (2019) gives a practical overview of the topic
Article number, page 5 of 24
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as it applies to LOFAR data. Essentially the pipeline makes
use of Jones matrices (Hamaker & Bregman 1996) to encapsulate time, frequency, antenna, and direction dependent effects. Using KillMS (Tasse 2014; Smirnov & Tasse
2015) to calculate the Jones matrices and ddfacet (Tasse
et al. 2018) to apply them during imaging, several rounds
of self-calibration are performed. We used the LoTSSDR1 ddf-pipeline setup7 , which performs three rounds of
self-calibration, and includes bootstrapping the flux density scale and correcting the astrometry as described in
Shimwell et al. (2019).
While this step is optional, it does provide the user
several important data products: Jones matrices with
direction-independent corrections to refine the core and remote station solutions; a pointing-specific catalogue that is
used in case LoTSS has not yet covered this part of the sky;
and a science-quality image at 600 resolution, which is useful for pre-identification of sources. The final two points will
become less relevant as LoTSS continues, but for now any
user who wishes to process a data set through the LOFARVLBI pipeline will need either a LoTSS catalogue or the
output of this step to provide flux density information for
LBCS calibrators (described further in Section 4.1). The
Jones matrices are also required for combined wide-field
imaging. This will be covered in a later paper in this series.

3. Calibration strategy for LOFAR-VLBI
In this section we first provide an overview of the calibration
strategy and introduce two important concepts that have
shaped the strategy. The specific steps the pipeline employs
will be discussed in depth in the next section.
3.1. Overview of strategy
The LOFAR-VLBI strategy, which is depicted in the block
diagram in Figure 4, builds on the pre-processing described
in the previous section. This enables us to take advantage
of calibration solutions that have already been produced in
the case of post-processing LoTSS data, or preparation of
the data to the community standard if processing PI data.
These solutions are applied to data that include all international stations, providing a data set for which all stations
have been corrected for polarisation alignment, clock, rotation measure, and bandpass. The Dutch stations have additionally been corrected for direction-independent phases
(using prefactor) and optionally direction-dependent solutions (ddf-pipeline).
The LOFAR-VLBI strategy continues by building information on sources within the field, cross-matching the
600 catalogue (either from LoTSS or manually generated)
and LBCS. The pipeline determines which calibrator is
best to solve for direction-independent dispersive delays.
From there, the pipeline solves directly for TEC on the
best calibrator candidate, and applies the solutions to the
full-resolution data. After this, a list of imaging directions
is used to phase-rotate the data to a particular direction,
and split out time and frequency averaged data sets for selfcalibration. The end result is smaller, calibrated data sets
and preliminary images in the directions provided to the
pipeline.
7
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Although the International LOFAR Telescope resembles
a connected-element interferometer in that data transport
and correlation occurs in real time, the baseline length and
independent frequency standards at the international stations necessitate a treatment that closely follows that used
for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) at centimetre and millimetre wavelengths. We developed this calibration strategy based on VLBI principles, with updates for
LOFAR-specific challenges using native LOFAR software
wherever possible. Before discussing the specific steps in
the calibration strategy, we introduce two main concepts
which have driven our strategy.
3.2. Introduction: Delay calibration
Phase errors have a dependence on both frequency and
time. By taking a first order expansion of the phase error,
we can see this dependence explicitly:


dφ
dφ
∆φν,t = φ0 +
∆ν +
∆t .
(1)
dν
dt
The first term on the right hand side is a phase offset, while
the second and third terms are known as the delay and rate
terms, corresponding to how the phase errors change with
frequency and time, respectively. Typically the quantity
∆φν,t is solved for directly, for small time and bandwidth
intervals, given high enough signal-to-noise in each solution interval. However, phases on longer baselines vary more
rapidly than on short baselines. This variation can happen
in both time and frequency, meaning that small solution intervals are necessary to track the changes. This drives the
need for short solution intervals in time and small intervals
of bandwidth. The combination of these requirements prohibits averaging in time and/or frequency to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Furthermore, real astrophysical
sources have spatial structure, and in the VLBI regime a
large fraction of the emission can be resolved out, leaving
only a small fraction of the signal in the compact, unresolved regions required for robust calibration. This drives
the need to increase the S/N and hence the solution intervals.
Using larger time and bandwidth intervals is possible
if the delays and rates are solved for in addition to the
phases; this technique is called ‘fringe-fitting’ and is traditionally used in VLBI. Global fringe-fitting (Schwab &
Cotton 1983), as implemented in AIPS (Greisen 2003) uses
all baselines simultaneously to find solutions for every antenna even if the S/N is too low on individual baselines to
each antenna. However, the fringe-fitting in AIPS assumes
no dependence between the delay and frequency, which is
a good approximation at high frequencies (& 1 GHz) but
not appropriate at low frequencies (. 300 MHz). When
this pipeline was already in an advanced stage, a fringefitting algorithm that accounts for dispersive (non-linear
dependence between phase and frequency) delays was implemented in CASA (van Bemmel et al. 2018). By this
point in time we had developed our calibration strategy
based on dedicated LOFAR tools to perform robust calibration on LBCS calibrators without this, but it will be
useful in the future for fainter science targets.
The frequency solution interval, ∆ν, will depend on how
quickly the phase changes with frequency. This is set by two
dominant types of delays in the data: offsets in the clocks at
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Fig. 4. Block diagram overview of the calibration strategy. Each white box represents a different self-contained step in the
process, starting with Radio Observatory Pre-processing, all the way to the Split-Directions step of the LOFAR-VLBI pipeline.
Data products from previous boxes are used in the next box. At the top of each box the type of data and stations used are indicated
in capital letters.

different stations and dispersive delays from propagation of
the radio waves through the ionosphere. The clock offsets
produce non-dispersive delays, which means that the delay
(τcl = dφ/dν) does not change with frequency. This is an
instrumental effect, and will be direction independent; that
is, the clock offsets are the same no matter which direction
the telescope is pointing. Ionospheric delays are dispersive,
with a first-order τion = dφ/dν ∝ ν −2 dependence, and
will vary based on the path or propagation through the
ionosphere. The area of sky over which the phases are coherent, and therefore the delays can be tracked, varies with
ionospheric conditions. In some cases the ionospheric delays
are similar up to a couple degrees, while in other cases even
transferring solutions over half a degree might not be possible. The delays from clock offsets and propagation through
the ionosphere are additive, although the ionospheric delays dominate, and their combined effect is imprinted in
the data.
The time solution interval, ∆t, is generally set by the
coherence time, which is the length of time over which the
phase is predictable. While this is related to the wavelength,
and in theory should be large, the ionosphere can vary
rapidly, which decreases the coherence time. Finding good
solutions is a balancing act between increasing ∆t to solve
for reliable rates, and keeping the solution interval within
the coherence time so the phase and rate solutions are not
degraded by decorrelation. For LOFAR observations includ-

ing the international stations, coherence times are typically
∼2 minutes in good ionospheric conditions, but can be as
short as 10-15 seconds in bad ionospheric conditions. We
have found that for LBCS type ‘P’ calibrators (expected to
be good calibrator sources for all international baselines),
there is enough signal-to-noise to track the phases and delays for small time intervals (over which we approximate
the rates to be constant), in agreement with LBCS (Jackson 2021).
It is useful to correct all instrumental effects before attempting to solve for DDEs. Thus we would like to independently correct for the delays introduced by the clock
offsets. This can be done using an algorithm developed by
M. Mevius and implemented in the LOFAR Software SOlutions TOol (LoSoTo; de Gasperin et al. 2019). The algorithm uses the fact that the clock delays are non-dispersive,
dφ/dν = constant, while the ionospheric delays are dispersive, dφ/dν ∝ ν −2 , to separate the effects in solution space.
This separation is accomplished by simultaneously fitting
for these two different behaviours in phase solutions. prefactor performs this on the standard flux density calibrator, where the signal-to-noise is high. The clock offsets can
then be transferred to the target data. Clock offsets for the
international stations are typically ∼ 100 − 250 nanoseconds. Because a single median clock offset per antenna is
transferred from the calibrator to the target data, there
can be minor residual delays from clock drifts. A delay of
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∼20 ns will result in the decorrelation of phases over the
bandwidth of the observation (∆ν = 48 MHz). The residual delays from clock drifts are typically . 10 ns. However,
the residual delays for sources in the field are driven by the
ionosphere, and we see that sources ∼degrees away from
each other may differ by & 20 ns. Solving for the residual
non-dispersive delays in different directions may be necessary. This is not yet implemented in the pipeline, but is an
area for future development.
Determining and correcting the dispersive delays caused
by the ionosphere (measured as TEC) is the main challenge
for our calibration strategy. Because this effect can vary
significantly between two points on the sky, it is necessary
to estimate the ionospheric delays from a calibrator source
near the scientific target. The sky density of suitable calibrator sources is not high, and sometimes we must resort
to using fainter sources for phase calibration. This places
us squarely in the regime of needing to use a technique
such as fringe-fitting to increase the signal-to-noise. Previous LOFAR-VLBI publications have made use of fringefitting by dividing their bandwidth up into small enough
chunks so the approximation that the delays are linear in
frequency is appropriate. However, by solving directly for
the dispersive delays due to the ionosphere, we can first
remove the frequency dependence in the phases and subsequently use the entire bandwidth to perform phase calibration. We do this by using the TEC solving routine incorporated in the default post processing pipeline (DPPP;
van Diepen et al. 2018). This fits the phases directly for
φ ∝ ν −1 behaviour, and the result is expressed in terms of
TEC. The conversion between TEC and phase is given by:
φ = φ0 −

cre TEC
,
4π ν

(2)

where c is the speed of light, re is the electron radius, ν is
frequency, and TEC is in units of 1016 electrons m−2 . Equation 2 shows that a single value of TEC describes the phase
behaviour at all frequencies.
We compared the delays obtained as TEC values with
other methods of solving for delays, on an in-field calibrator selected from LBCS, and using an appropriate bandwidth for each method. These included: (i) fringe-fitting in
AIPS; (ii) using gaincal in casa (mode ‘K’); (iii) using
the clock/TEC fitting algorithm implemented in LoSoTo;
and (iv) solving directly for TEC using DPPP. We found
that all of these methods produced very similar results, with
only small quantitative differences arising from differences
in the data preparation and/or algorithms used to find the
delays. However, although the ideal situation would be to
solve for clock (here we mean the clock drift as the offset is already corrected) and TEC values separately, the
clock/TEC separation does not work in all cases on in-field
calibrators. The pipeline therefore currently only solves for
the dominant effect, which is the dispersive delay (TEC; option iv above). Using the dedicated LOFAR software tool
to do this has the advantage that we do not have to process
data through software that is not optimised for LOFAR
data. By this, we refer both to the fact that LOFAR observations produce large data volumes, which AIPS and CASA
are not necessarily equipped to handle efficiently, and the
fact that conversion between data formats and use in other
software runs the risk of meta-data being missing or not
properly handled.
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3.3. Introduction: Combination of core stations
Another important technique we use in high-resolution
imaging with LOFAR is combining the core stations into
a ‘super’ station. This in effect provides a super station
(ST001) in the centre of the array that is Ncore times more
sensitive, providing an anchor for calibrating the international stations. We have found that typical LOFAR calibration strategies are unable to successfully find good initial gain solutions in all cases for even the nearest German stations without using ST001. This technique is more
important to use towards the beginning of the calibration
strategy, for example for the delay calibration, when the
phases have yet to be corrected. There are 24 core stations
in the Netherlands, all within a 4 km radius, and in the
hba_dual_inner mode each station is split into two independent sub-stations. This very compact core means that
baselines from an international station to any core station
will provide approximately the same information, that is,
the baseline visibilities will be very closely spaced in the u-v
plane. We can therefore combine the core stations by finding the weighted average of all visibilities from a non-core
station to all core stations. The weighted u, v, w coordinates
of the new visibilities are also calculated. The combination
has to be done after any phase-rotating to different directions in the field of view (see Section 4.3).
To combine the core stations coherently, they must
be corrected for instrumental and phase errors first. This
is done by transferring the prefactor solutions for the
Dutch array to the data set with the international stations.
Once ST001 is created, we remove all core stations from
the data. This reduces the data volume by ∼ 80 percent,
which speeds up the rest of the data processing. Removing
core stations also effectively removes the flux on shorter
baselines, which can otherwise cause deconvolution problems when imaging (although this flux could also be suppressed with an inner u-v cut). Combining the core stations
together produces an effectively larger station with a substantially reduced field of view, making any self-calibration
less sensitive to other sources in the field.
There is a drawback to combining the core stations; the
combination introduces a radially varying decoherence on
baselines containing ST001 (Bonnassieux et al. 2020). This
degrades the image fidelity, although for small (tens of arcsec) images the effect is negligible.

4. LOFAR-VLBI pipeline
In this section we describe each step of the pipeline in detail. In this paper we use the V3.0.0 release of the LOFARVLBI pipeline, which was run using a Singularity image.
Singularity is a software container, which allows users to
access a virtualised operating system that has all necessary
software and dependencies in it. Information on software
requirements, including how to access the specific singularity image we use8 , can be found in the documentation
at https://lofar-vlbi.readthedocs.io/. Appendix A
provides basic pipeline profiling.
8
The singularity image can be found at https://zenodo.org/
record/4436416.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the ST001 primary beam with a single core station primary beam. The beam profiles were created
by imaging with natural weighting using all the core stations
(ST001) and only the two-substations in a single core station
(CS001). Only 10 iterations of wsclean were run to provide
an estimate of the PSF in both cases. The FWHM of each primary beam is: 10000 (ST001) and 42500 (CS001). Final images
using the entire array will also be impacted by bandwidth and
time smearing, which is a multiplicative factor. The dashed and
dotted horizontal lines are drawn at zero and 0.5, respectively.

4.1. Catalogue generation
The LOFAR-VLBI pipeline begins by constructing a
model of sources in the field using the best available information, to collect information on LBCS calibrators, identify bright sources that may need to be subtracted to obtain
good solutions, and identify a catalogue of sources that can
be used for later imaging steps. The field of view is limited by bandwidth and time smearing on the longest baseline, and intensity losses drop to 50 percent at a radius of
1.14 degrees. We therefore limit our search for information
to within 2 degrees, to capture bright sources outside this
smearing limit but which may impact the data. The pipeline
will automatically query both the LBCS9 and LoTSS10 online catalogues, using a default search radius of 2 degrees
from the pointing centre. Although intensity losses drop
rapidly, there can be extremely bright off-axis sources (e.g.
3C sources) that may also be suitable calibrators. It is necessary to query both databases as the LBCS catalogue does
not contain flux density information, although this can be
estimated based on the signal-to-noise to provide an approximate flux density measurement. For areas of the sky
that are not yet fully covered by LoTSS, the user can generate their own catalogue and point the pipeline to a local file,
specified by the lotss_skymodel parameter in the pipeline.
If a local file is specified and exists, the pipeline will use this
instead of querying the LoTSS database. For this paper,
there was incomplete coverage of the field in LoTSS DR1
and we generated our own catalogue from the upcoming
LoTSS Data Release 2 (Shimwell et al., in preparation).
The pipeline cross-matches the LBCS and LoTSS (or
user-generated) catalogues and writes out several key re9
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Fig. 6. Different combinations of radius (R), flux density (S),
and an LBCS goodness statistic (F T ). Each data point is a
different LBCS calibrator from a combination of five different
observations. The independent variables on each plot are the
different combinations, with the scatter in the solutions plotted
as the dependent variable. The strongest correlation, and therefore best predictor for low scatter in TEC solutions, is seen in
the bottom right panel.

sults. The LBCS sources are all considered to be potential
in-field calibrators, from which the pipeline selects the best
candidate to use for the delay calibration. To determine
the selection algorithm for the best in-field calibrator, we
treated all LBCS candidate calibrators in five different fields
(observed with LOFAR HBA in an identical or very similar
setup to P205+55) as the best in-field calibrator, and solved
for the dispersive delays on each. This provides statistics for
different distributions of sources in a field, different ionospheric conditions, and different declinations. We then examined different combinations of flux density, radius from
phase centre, and different quality indicators from LBCS for
the international stations. We plotted these combinations
against a measure of the coherence of the dispersive delays,
which we quantified as the scatter in TEC solutions. This
was calculated as the median standard deviation of the solution values in a running window, using a local fit to the
solutions as a function of time. Figure 6 shows the different
combinations we tested. The most robust predictor of low
scatter in TEC solutions is
R2
,
S × FT2

(3)

where R is radius from phase centre, S is total flux density, and F T is a measure of signal-to-noise in the Fourier
transformed data from LBCS. The S/N is assessed per international station as a value between 0 to 9 (inclusive).
We added up the values for each station and normalised
by the number of stations as not all international stations
participate in every observation. By finding the source with
the minimum total value of Equation 3, we maximise the
likelihood that source is the best in-field calibrator for a
particular pointing. In all five fields, this predicted the candidate delay calibrator that would have been chosen from
visual inspection of the solutions.
Aside from selecting the best calibrator candidate, the
pipeline will automatically prepare two other catalogues.
The first is a list of all LBCS calibrators and bright sources
Article number, page 9 of 24
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(default ≥ 5 Jy but this is adjustable in the pipeline) that
may need to be subtracted from the data to improve image
fidelity. The second is an imaging catalogue, which contains a flux density sorted list of sources in the field. This
can either be the source(s) to be directly imaged, or a list
of sources that can be used to build up phase and TEC solutions in different directions across the field of view. The
second case will be covered in a future paper in this series.
If the user has specific targets to image, this final imaging
catalogue can be provided manually instead, and specified
in the pipeline as the imaging_cat. The pipeline will simply
skip generating this (or any other) catalogue if it already
exists.
4.2. Data preparation
At the beginning of the Delay-Calibration pipeline step,
the pipeline prepares the data in the same manner as prefactor works on the Dutch stations, but including the international stations. This starts with applying the directionindependent prefactor solutions, both from the calibrator
and the target. Next the pipeline performs clipping of data
from interfering bright off-axis sources (although this step
is lengthy and turned off by default; see pipeline profiling in
Appendix A), and then concatenates the data into bands
of ten subbands (∆ν = 1.95 MHz). We select the option
to apply the ddf-pipeline solutions, and then run RFI
flagging using the AOflagger implementation in DPPP.
The end result of the data preparation are bands with
∆ν = 1.95 MHz that have corrected, flagged data in the
DATA_DI_CORRECTED (DATA) column, if the ddf-pipeline
solutions were (not) used. These bands are used as the basis for the rest of the pipeline.
4.3. Delay calibration
The LOFAR-VLBI pipeline next processes the best candidate for in-field delay calibration as identified in Section 4.1.
We will refer to this in-field calibrator as the ‘delay calibrator’. Reading the information from the catalogue generation
step, the pipeline creates a new measurement set that has
been phase-shifted to the direction of the delay calibrator,
averaging to two channels per subband and eight seconds.
This averaging helps limit the field of view, which reduces
contributions from other sources nearby. The core stations
are then combined into ST001 and afterwards discarded to
reduce the data volume. A beam correction (array factor)
is performed to account for the time and frequency varying beam of each station that results when combining the
dipoles / tiles together (for the HBA, this includes modelling the effect of the analogue tile beam former).
The dispersive delay calibration is performed in DPPP
using a point source model and the ‘tecphase’ caltype implemented in the gaincal step. We use a solution interval of
∆t = 16 s with channels grouped into steps of ∆ν = 195 kHz
(a single subband). Testing found that a minimum u-v limit
of 50kλ (corresponding to ∼100 km) was important to reduce the number of outliers in the solutions, and had more
success in producing coherent, high S/N solutions for international stations that were otherwise extremely noisy. This
u-v limit removes the contribution from the shortest baselines, suppressing the contribution of any nearby sources.
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The resulting solutions contain information on the difference in TEC amongst the stations, which we call differential total electron content (dTEC), and a single phase offset.
We found that the phase offset was required to avoid introducing jumps in the dTEC solutions. The dTEC describes
the phase behaviour as a function of frequency, and therefore a single frequency-independent dTEC value is used for
phase corrections at all frequencies. Solving for dTEC requires fitting a curve to the phases along the frequency axis,
and using the full bandwidth achieves the best performance,
although only a minimum of 10 MHz (about 30 subbands)
is required to fit for dTEC. Here we use the full bandwith
over 120 - 168 MHz. Small gaps in frequencies due to failed
or missing subbands do not impact the overall quality of
the solutions.
The best candidate for in-field calibration is likely to
be bright, close to the phase centre, and/or compact. Reassuringly, we found that for these types of sources, using
a point source model in the calibration returned a complex
source structure after calibration and imaging, which converged during self-calibration. Several sources in the field
were checked by hand to validate these results. Specifically
in P205+55, the delay calibrator is close (. 0.5 deg) to a
strong (3.3 Jy) source, but dTEC solutions did not improve
after (i) severely averaging to limit the field of view (averaged in time and frequency to produce 98 percent total
intensity losses at a radius of 180 arcsec), or (ii) subtracting the source. The pipeline therefore takes the simplest
approach, using a point source model for the dispersive delay calibration without first subtracting nearby sources or
averaging down to limit the field of view. We expect this
to work in most cases, but we urge the user to inspect the
dTEC solutions and manually select a different calibrator if
necessary (as explained in the online documentation). For
a typical observation, the magnitude of dTEC on international stations can range from ∼ 0.1 to 4 TEC units. For
this observation, we see a span of 4 TEC units, from -2 to 2
TEC units (see Figure 7). The remote stations show dTEC
values around zero, which is expected as the prefactor
corrections for dTEC have already been applied.
Solving directly for dTEC yielded more stable solutions
than first solving for phases and fitting for clock/TEC in solution space using LoSoTo. We attribute this both to working directly on noisy phases in individual channels in the
visibility data, rather than working on per-channel solutions, which can be noisy, in solution space. Effectively this
means we can use all of the bandwidth to find directly the
dTEC values, rather than solving for phases in small chunks
of bandwidth and operating on the solutions. For very good
LBCS calibrators near the phase centre of the observation,
both methods would be suitable, but we chose to implement
solving for dTEC directly into the pipeline as it will work in
a larger number of cases. That means that the clock drifts
are not accounted for; however from testing we expect these
to be typically < 10 ns. In the future, we plan to improve
the pipeline by introducing newer methods that are able to
account for both dispersive and non-dispersive delays.
The dTEC solutions are applied to the full resolution,
un-phase-shifted data to which the prefactor solutions
were already applied. The corrected data are written to the
CORRECTED_DATA column, which is now ready for imaging
and self-calibration of the science target.
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Fig. 7. Dispersive delay solutions for the best in-field calibrator, J1337+5501. This is plotted in terms of differential TEC,
which has units of 10−16 electrons m−2 . The solutions are referenced to ST001, which is the final station in the plot. The remote stations (top two rows and first station on the third row)
show relatively flat dTEC solution as these have already been
corrected by prefactor .

4.4. Self-calibration and imaging of directions of interest
At this point we can start imaging in any directions of interest (DOI) using the Split-Directions step of the pipeline.
The CORRECTED_DATA in the full-resolution, un-shifted data
have been corrected for direction independent effects from
prefactor and the dispersive delay from the in-field delay
calibrator, as described in the previous section. In principle, the corrected data can be phase-shifted to the DOI,
averaged down to reduce the field of view, corrected for the
primary beam array factor, and then self-calibrated using
whatever tool the user desires. However, while the delay
correction removes the bulk of the dispersive delay, this
can vary across the field and we recommend performing an
initial TEC calibration in the DOI to solve for any residual
dTEC values before moving on to standard self-calibration.
The rest of this section describes the pipeline implementation of self-calibration, but the user can simply stop the
pipeline after the residual delay calibration step, and perform their own self-calibration. We allow the self-calibration
in our pipeline run, but also self-calibrate further as described in the next section.
The pipeline reads in a user-supplied catalogue of
DOI(s), which are treated independently, with the same
steps carried out for each in parallel. To prepare the data
in a DOI, the pipeline splits out a new measurement set,
where the core stations are combined into ST001 (see Section 3.3), then flagged and removed from the data set. The
data are also averaged to a frequency and time resolution
of 97.64 kHz and 8 seconds, respectively. The beam correction for the array factor is performed. The pipeline first
runs these operations per band of 10 subbands, then combines all bands together into a single measurement set. It is
worth noting that although combining the core stations into
a super-station can lead to decorrelation in the final image,
as described in Bonnassieux et al. (2020), we do not expect
this to have a significant impact as the effect is radially dependent and we phase-shifted so our target of interest is at
the phase centre before combining the stations.

Each DOI is corrected for the residual dispersive delay
(dTEC), which is the difference in dTEC between the delay calibrator and the DOI. Generally this is close to zero,
but as φ ∝ ν −1 , even small amounts of residual dTEC can
cause the phase to decohere across 48 MHz of bandwidth.
We model the DOI as a point source and solve for the dTEC
and phase offset in the same manner as for the dispersive
delay calibrator. It will not always be possible to do this as
fainter sources may not have enough signal-to-noise to produce good solutions. In this case, solutions from the nearest
LBCS calibrator can be found and applied to the science
target before imaging. This is not currently a step in the
pipeline and will have to be completed as a post-pipeline
step (see Section 5).
The residual delays are applied to the DOI and then selfcalibration is performed using difmap (Shepherd 1997),
called from a python wrapper. difmap is a purpose-built
program built specifically for self-calibrating VLBI data,
which was originally named after the ‘difference mapping’
technique it uses. During a standard run of the clean algorithm, a model of the source(s) is built up by subtracting
components iteratively from the residual map. This continues until the user stops the algorithm or a pre-set threshold
has reached. Modifications to the model that is built are not
allowed during the process; the user must start again if they
find that clean has, for example, included too many imaging artefacts in the model. Difference mapping, on the other
hand, allows the model and/or the visibilities to be modified during the clean process, by updating the residual
map. This is calculated using the 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the difference between the model and observed visibilities. Thus artefacts can be removed from the
model as clean progresses, whereas the standard implementations of clean must re-start the entire process.
The difmap software is very compact and efficient, and
typically more than an order of magnitude faster than other
available tools. The disadvantages are that it is relatively
rigid, and concentrates on doing only a few things really
well; it does not write out corrections (only corrected data);
and it self-calibrates amplitudes and phases but not delays.
However, the pipeline corrects for delays by solving for and
applying dTEC before passing the data to difmap, and we
found that the self-calibration out-performs our previous
version using DPPP and wsclean (Offringa et al. 2014;
Offringa & Smirnov 2017) . The difmap solutions are written out using a modified version of the CORPLT task, which
is included in the singularity image.
The python wrapper around the difmap self-calibration
converts the measurement set to uvfits format using
ms2uvfits with writesyscal=F. Any completely flagged
channels of data are identified, as these will cause difmap
to crash if they are processed, and a list of good channels
is stored. The python wrapper writes a difmap script and
then calls it to select the data (Stokes I) and perform the
self-calibration. The following steps are performed. First, a
point source model is used for an initial self-calibration.
Then, three rounds of phase self-calibration are accomplished with different u-v weighting schemes. The clean /
self-calibration loops proceed until the peak residual drops
below a set fraction of the rms noise. After this, an overall amplitude scaling is performed followed by amplitude
self-calibration with steadily decreasing solution intervals,
and intervening phase self-calibration if the signal-to-noise
of the output drops. The final clean map is generated and
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saved to a fits file and an ASCII table of phase and amplitude corrections are written.
We note that this self-calibration scheme is only likely
to work for strong sources, and we implement extra postpipeline steps described later in Section 5. Once these steps
are complete, the difmap solutions are read in and converted to diagonal solutions, assuming that the polarisations XX and YY have equal contributions to Stokes I. We
account for the fact that the difmap and DPPP conventions for phases differ by a sign change. The solutions are
written out into a single h5parm and applied to the data,
which is only a few GB after averaging to 1 minute and
0.39 MHz time and frequency resolution. This final h5parm
can be updated to create solution tables for the core stations and copy the ST001 phase and amplitude solutions
to each of them, although we continue to use ST001 in the
post-pipeline steps described in the next section.

S/N statistic that is calculated per antenna, with a value
from 0 to 9, where higher numbers indicate better S/N.
We combine these together by taking the average of antennas that participated in the observation. We selected a
cutoff of 4 by plotting the calibrator selection statistic described in Section 4.1 against the combined FT Goodness,
and found that below below 4 this statistic began to rise
steeply, while above 4 the statistic was fairly flat, indicating
good candidate calibrators. There are six calibrators that
fit these criteria in P205+55. This strategy would also be
appropriate for the simpler scenario of Case 1. Following
self-calibration on the LBCS calibrators, we will finally image several directions in the field as test science targets. To
do this, we use tools that already exist in the pipeline (e.g.
software and scripts called by the pipeline) and wsclean
for imaging.
5.1. Further self-calibration on LBCS sources

5. Post-pipeline steps
The post-pipeline steps depend on the science goals, the distribution of calibrator sources and science target(s) in the
field, and the data quality. We are in the process of developing the tools that will handle a wide variety of cases, but
these are not yet implemented in a user-friendly pipeline,
and will be the topic of a future paper in this series. Here
we briefly outline the different cases that will dictate the
current post-pipeline steps, from the simplest scenario to
the most complex.
Case 1. The user has a single science target at the
phase centre, and the delay calibrator is within ∼ 1 degree,
with typical ionospheric conditions. In this case, all selfcalibration solutions from the delay calibrator should be
transferred to the science target, using the measurement
set with the combined super-station. From there the user
can self-calibrate the science target if required or desired.
Case 2. The user has a science target not at the phase
center, with the delay calibrator more than ∼ 1 degree
away, or closer but with more rapid ionospheric variation.
In this case, the user can try incrementally building up
self-calibration solutions by applying these initially from
the delay calibrator to a suitable LBCS calibrator closer to
the science target, finding the residual solutions on the new
calibrator, and apply all of the incremental solutions to the
science target before the final imaging and self-calibration.
Case 3. There are multiple science targets distributed
across the field of view. In this case, all suitable LBCS calibrators should be used to find dTEC and self-calibration
solutions, providing directional information on the TEC,
phase, and amplitude variations across the field of view.
These can then be interpolated to the positions of the science targets and applied before the final imaging and selfcalibration.
The success of any of these scenarios will depend on the
position of sources in any individual field and how active
the ionosphere was during the observation. In poor ionospheric conditions, it may not be possible to transfer solutions even over short distances. Developing a pipeline that
recognises and handles the majority of observations is ongoing work. Here we aim to demonstrate Case 2 and validate some of Case 3, by transferring the delay calibrator
dTEC and self-calibration solutions to all LBCS calibrators within 1.5 degrees of the phase centre and having a
combined FT Goodness value >4. The FT Goodness is an
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The pipeline provides an initial data set in a direction
of interest that has the dispersive delay corrected from
the delay calibrator, with the solutions available from
the final pipeline steps from an initial solve for residual dTEC and subsequent self-calibration with difmap
using a point source model. To improve these corrections, we can self-calibrate further to improve the solutions. In this subsection, we demonstrate our further selfcalibration steps on the delay calibrator in P205+55, which
is ILTJ133749.682+550102.754. The imaging from each
step is shown in Figure 8. All operations are performed
on the measurement set with the super-station, for two reasons. First, it is faster as the data volume is 14 percent that
of the same measurement set with the core stations. Second,
baselines including the super-station have increased sensitivity and help anchor the calibration of the international
stations (see Section 3.3).
The first step is to image the source to make a more
accurate model. Applying the initial point-source model
dTEC and self-calibration solutions, we image the delay
calibrator and use PyBDSF (Mohan & Rafferty 2015) to
extract a model and write it out in a format that is understood by DPPP. Following this, we iterate the pipeline
steps again, but using the source model generated from
the source image. This consists of solving for the residual
dTEC, which is applied. The corrected data are passed to
the difmap self-cal routine, which is run with the option
to generate a starting model with an initial clean before
self-calibration. Finally, we image the source with both the
residual dTEC and difmap self-calibration solutions applied. This entire process is repeated twice, for a total of
three rounds of dTEC/difmap self-calibration: once with
a point source model and twice using a model generated
from imaging the results of the previous iteration. Testing
showed that a solution interval of ∆t = 8 s yielded the best
image fidelity at the end of the entire self-calibration, and
also when transferring to other sources, although testing
in other fields has found better results using longer solution intervals, related either to the ionospheric conditions
and/or the calibrator S/N, so it is important to check this
for each observation.
It is typical practice in VLBI to correct the amplitudes on longer timescales once the phase correction is
largely complete. After applying the final dTEC/difmap
self-calibration solutions, we start the next part of the self-
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Fig. 8. Self-calibration on the delay calibrator. The top row shows iterations of residual dTEC / difmap self-calibration, starting
with a point source and then using models generated from imaging the previous iteration. The bottom row shows complex gain
self-calibration, with three iterations on solution intervals of 1 hour followed by a single complex gain iteration with a solution
interval of 5 minutes. All plots are on the same
√ colourscale with a log stretch to enhance the noise properties. The contours are
set per row, starting at 10σ and increasing by 2, based on the final image in the row.

calibration by solving for complex gains using a solution
interval of one hour. This improves the image fidelity almost immediately, as can be seen from the first panel in
the bottom row of Figure 8. After two more rounds, there
are still spoke-like artefacts in the image that imply that a
further short-timescale correction is needed. We end with a
final round of complex gain self-calibration with a solution
interval of five minutes. In the final image we achieve an rms
of 92 µJy bm−1 and a beam size of 0.2500× 0.1800. The delay
calibrator appears to actually be two sources: a bright, compact source associated with a galaxy, and what may be a
background wide angle tail galaxy. The radio contours are
overlaid on an optical rgb image in Figure 9.
The image noise properties in Figure 9 are not constant
across the image. The dynamic range, defined here as the
ratio of peak flux density to the radial profile of the rms image noise, around the bright core increases from ∼1,000 to
∼6,400 moving from <200 to >700 away from the location of
peak flux density in the image. There are likely several contributing factors here, including artefacts associated with a
nearby bright source, despite bandwidth and time smearing
from averaging in the direction of the calibrator. Another
contribution likely comes from the lack of short baselines (as
the core stations have been combined), which means that
diffuse emission may not be well-modelled. Both of these
issues can contribute to imperfect calibration. The calibration itself may also contribute to the image noise as we have
solved for dispersive delays in the form of dTEC but not

non-dispersive delays (clock) as these effects are expected
to be small. We expect further testing and development of
the pipeline on a wide variety of calibrator sources in a large
range of ionospheric conditions to help resolve these issues
in the future.
5.2. LBCS calibrators: dTEC and phase referencing
One technique often used in VLBI is phase referencing. This
technique is used when the science target is weak and not
appropriate for self-calibrating. Following this principle, we
preformed self-calibration on a nearby calibrator and transferred to the target before imaging. The solution transferral is limited by the spatial cross-section of the coherence
volume (i.e. the cross-section of the solid angle of the coherence volume that lies in the sky plane), which is both
wavelength dependent (larger for longer wavelengths) and
time dependent. For LOFAR, this volume is effectively set
by the ionospheric conditions (which can decrease the theoretical coherence volume in the absence of atmosphere),
assuming the solutions are found with a perfect model of
the calibrator source.
Phase referencing can also be built up incrementally
through multiple calibrators. This is important for highresolution imaging with LOFAR as the field of view is ∼5
square degrees and the delay calibrator may be substantially distant from the desired target. In P205+55 there are
five LBCS calibrators in addition to the delay calibrator
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Fig. 9. Delay calibrator source, ILTJ1337+5501. The background rgb image in the top panels is bands g, r, z from the
Legacy Surveys (http://legacysurvey.org/viewer/). The white
contours in the two top panels are from the DR2 processing of
this field, while the red contours are the LOFAR-VLBI imaging
of this source. The bottom left panel shows the DR2 image and
contours, while the bottom right panel shows the LOFAR-VLBI
image
and contours. All contours start at 10σ and increase by
√
2 until either the data maximum is reached or nine levels have
been drawn. The restoring beam for the radio images are shown
in the bottom two plots.

within 1.5 degrees of the phase centre, and having reasonably high combined FT Goodness statistics (> 4). These
LBCS calibrators are all ∼1 degree away from the delay
calibrator, which is typically what we would expect from
the LBCS sky density. These sources are some of the brightest in the field, ranging from 0.43 Jy to 1.8 Jy. The largest
distance between these LBCS calibrators and the delay calibrator is 1.6 degrees; more detailed information is given in
Table 2 and Figure 10.
Although we have applied the bulk dispersive delay correction to the data, the phases on the international stations are still un-calibrated. We transfer the
self-calibration solutions from the delay calibrator to the
other five LBCS calibrators and image with wsclean.
Specifically, we transfer the best dTEC, difmap, and
complex gain solutions. The uncorrected and corrected
images are shown in the top and middle rows of Figure 11. Two of the sources, ILTJ133130.080+542632.841
and ILTJ134255.151+541432.752, are much larger in size
than the other LBCS calibrators (and the position of
ILTJ133130.080+542632.841 appears to have been incorrectly catalogued). We set these two sources aside for the
moment and focus only on the compact LBCS calibrators, where the self-calibration will be better constrained.
The starting point for these sources are the images of the
sources themselves, rather than the delay calibrator, where
we started with a point source.
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Following a similar procedure as for the delay calibrator, we perform two rounds of residual dTEC+difmap
self-calibration, followed by three rounds of slow (1 hour)
complex gain self-calibration and a final fast (5 minutes) complex gain self-calibration. We found that for
ILTJ134454.978+534829.073, the final fast calibration reduced the image fidelity drastically, and we take the image
from the previous iteration as the final one. This source is
1.3 degrees from the phase centre, and the furthest from the
delay calibrator at a distance of 1.6 degrees, and thus it is
not surprising that the solutions on timescales of 5 minutes
are not applicable across such a large distance. The starting and final images are shown in the middle and bottom
rows of Figure 11, respectively. The noise reached in the final images varies per source, but is ∼ 100 µJy bm−1 except
for ILTJ134454.978+534829.073, which has 230 µJy bm−1
image noise.
Two sources are within 1.5 degrees of the phase centre, but outside the radius of 1.14 degrees where the
intensity losses are &50 percent due to bandwidth and
time smearing. One of these, ILTJ134454.978+534829.073,
we are able to self-calibrate to some extent but reach
an rms ∼2× that of the bright compact LBCS calibrators closer to the phase centre. The other source,
ILTJ133130.080+542632.841 could potentially be improved
by phase referencing to an LBCS calibrator source nearer
than the delay calibrator, but unfortunately no such calibrator exists, so we do not attempt anything further with
it. The only other LBCS source we have not yet calibrated
is ILTJ134255.151+541432.752. We will return to this in
Section 6.
The LBCS calibrator solutions then form the basis for
imaging other DOIs in the field. The residual dTEC solutions are all < 0.1 TECU for the successful LBCS calibrators, even the one 1.6 degrees away from the primary delay calibrator. This implies that the dispersive delays vary
slowly across the field of view, and can be applied up to
∼ 1.5 degrees away, while the phases have more limited
validity. Phase transferral works for the sources ∼1 degree
away from the delay calibrator, but may have some residual problems transferring to the more distant calibrator.
As the LBCS calibrator solutions are incremental after the
delay calibrator solutions are applied, both the solutions
from the delay calibrator and the nearest LBCS calibrator
to the DOI should be transferred. Ideally the solutions from
a nearby calibrator will be enough to image the science target without resorting to self-calibration.
5.3. Astrometry and flux density scale
Typically finding an astrometric solution and fixing the
flux density scale for VLBI sources requires information
from ancillary data or catalogues. For example, astrometry can be checked and corrected by identifying source(s)
in the field with which to match against the known sky positions of sources. The flux density scale can be compared
against known tabulated flux densities, or SED extrapolations from data at other frequencies. Here we make use of
LoTSS, which has already had its astrometry and flux density scale fixed (Shimwell et al. 2019; Williams et al. 2019).
In this unique situation, we can use the data itself to correct both the astrometry and flux density scale. At the end
of the high-resolution self-calibration, we copy the solutions
over to a measurement set for the DOI but having the core
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Fig. 10. Source properties for the field. The left panel shows the LoTSS total-to-peak flux density ratio as a function of peak
flux density/rms noise. The solid orange curve shows the division between resolved and unresolved sources (as in Shimwell et al.
2019, Section 3.1). The vertical dashed black line represents a signal-to-noise ratio of 5. The right panel shows the sky distribution
of the sources in the centre of the field, with dotted lines at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 degree radii. The solid blue circle at a radius of 1.14
denotes where the intensity losses are expected to be 50 percent due to bandwidth and time smearing. In both panels, all sources
detected in the ddf-pipeline catalogue are plotted as grey points, with LBCS sources marked with purple circles. The darker,
larger purple circles show LBCS sources within 1.5 degrees of the phase centre and having a combined FT Goodness value > 4.
The delay calibrator is marked with an orange cross-hair. Directions of interest (DOIs) are marked by the star symbols.

stations instead of the combined super-station ST001. The
solutions for ST001 are copied to each core station while the
remote station solutions are applied directly. Filtering the
international stations out, we can then image the direction
with wsclean parameters mimicking the LoTSS imaging.
Both the astrometry and the flux density scale can then
be directly compared between LoTSS and this 600 resolution image. The calibration pipeline for LoTSS performs
astrometric corrections on a facet basis, using radio sources
cross-matched with the Pan-STARRS catalogue (Flewelling
et al. 2016). The errors on the offsets have a median of 0.200
(Shimwell et al. 2019). The LoTSS-DR2 flux density scale
is aligned with the Roger et al. (1973) flux density scale
through cross matching with NVSS and assuming a global
scaling factor to align this with 6C. This procedure, which
is thought to produce an overall accuracy of order 10 percent, is briefly described in Hardcastle et al. (2020) and will
be detailed in Shimwell et al. in preparation.
We imaged a region with a 0.22 degree radius (0.43 degrees on a square side) and extracted a cutout from the DR2
mosaic matching this specific area. Running PyBDSF over
the two images yields 28 sources that can be cross-matched
between the two catalogues with a search radius of 2 arcsec. We use these sources to check both the flux density
scale and the astrometry. The total flux densities from the
matched sources are plotted against each other in Figure 12,
with a line of equal flux density to guide the eye. The scatter
around this line is ∼28 percent, which reduces to 14 percent when considering only the 17 isolated point sources.
The inset in Figure 12 shows the distribution of the radial
offset around zero of the difference between the sky coor-

dinates. To find this, we first determine ∆RA and ∆Dec
separately and subtract the average value of each (which is
a systematic offset) to centre them on zero. The average values were ∆RA=0.23700 and ∆Dec=0.28800 . Systematic offsets are common in VLBI as there is a degeneracy between
phase and sky position; often double sources will be artifically re-centred by the calibration solutions so the brightest
component is at the phase centre. The true uncertainty in
the astrometric accuracy is defined by the distribution of
the radial offset from zero. This is a combination of the distributions of two independent parameters (RA and Dec),
which is described by a Rayleigh distribution, which is defined by the parameter s. We find the radial offsets are well
fit with s = 0.2800 (see Figure 12).

6. Results
We have shown how the pipeline works for the primary delay calibrator and other LBCS calibrators in the
field, with the exception of ILTJ134255.151+541432.752.
The 600 resolution image shows it is a Fanaroff-Riley
Type 2 (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) source ∼2000 in extent. Fortunately, it is only 8.3 arcmin away from the
nearby calibrator ILTJ134158.545+541524.880, offering
an alternate route to calibrate and image this source:
We simply transfer both the delay calibrator solutions,
which were used as the basis for the self-calibration of
ILTJ134158.545+541524.880, and then the self-calibration
solutions from ILTJ134158.545+541524.880 itself. The resulting image of ILTJ134255.151+541432.752 is presented
in Figure 13. We have not performed any self-calibration
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Fig. 11. Images of the six LBCS calibrators (including the delay calibrator) within 1.5 degrees of the phase centre and having
a combined FT Goodness value > 4. Each column is one LBCS calibrator. An angular scale bar is shown for each column rather
than absolute coordinates as the astrometry has not yet been corrected. The image sizes are consistent within a column, but vary
from column to column based on the size of the source. The top row shows the DOI for each source with only the dispersive delay
from the calibrator applied; we do not expect to see sources here as the data are not phase-calibrated. The middle row shows the
DOIs with solutions from the delay calibrator (which is the second column from the left) applied. These solutions include residual
dTEC, difmap self-calibration and complex gain solutions. The bottom row shows the DOIs after self-calibration in the same
manner as the delay calibrator, starting from models made using the images in the middle row. Two sources with clearly extended
emission are not treated as LBCS calibrators and thus do not have a final self-calibrated image
√ in the bottom row of this figure.
Contours in the middle (bottom) row start at 3σ (10σ) from the image noise and increase by 2 to 0.8×(data maximum value),
with a limit of the five lowest contours plotted. The colour scale in each image has a linear stretch from −5σ to the mean of the
contour levels.

on the source itself, to showcase the phase referencing technique. The noise achieved is 99 µJy bm−1 with a beam size
of 0.2900× 0.2100 .
We also show ILTJ134255.151+541432.752 overlaid on
optical data in Figure 14. The optical data consist of g, r, z
bands from the Legacy Surveys, and is smoothed with a 2D
Gaussian kernel (width=0.800) to bring out the detection of
the faint optical host, which is clearly identified in the WISE
3.5 µm band. This optically faint galaxy has a photo-z of 1.2
in the Legacy Surveys Data Release 8 database. There are
two possibilities for the radio core in this image, which could
be confirmed by aligning the source with higher-frequency
images. We searched for higher-frequency interferometric
radio images, but although this source is detected in FIRST
the resolution is not high enough to distinguish a core.
To further demonstrate the pipeline we image in a
number of different directions. These were selected semirandomly, to represent sources with a wide range of S/N in
the LoTSS catalogue, with some resolved and some unresolved (at 600) across the range of S/N, and at varying radii
from the phase centre. This is shown in Figure 10. We image these non-LBCS sources by applying the solutions from
the delay calibrator and the nearest LBCS calibrator (if it is
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not the delay calibrator). These are shown in Figure 15 and
image noises and beam sizes are are given in Table 2. We
find the average image noise to be ∼90 µJy bm−1 and the
average beam size to be 0.300×0.200 . There were some nondetections; these could be due either to source structure
if there is no compact emission to be detected or distance
from the calibrator(s). Although further self-calibration of
some of these brighter sources is possible, we do not perform
any self-calibration on these science directions. In the case
of faint or very complex science targets, the best practice
is to phase reference from a nearby calibrator and then image. This avoids self-calibration converging to an incorrect
source model, which may not always be obvious, and can
be particularly hard to catch in an automated pipeline. We
suggest trying different starting models to see if the selfcalibration converges to the same final source structure.
Although in the case of ILTJ134255.151+541432.752 we
found that transferring the self-calibration solutions from a
nearby calibrator in addition to the delay calibrator improved the image fidelity, the secondary calibrator solutions do not always help for more distant targets. This implies that the solutions of secondary calibrators in this field
may not be valid over larger distances. Before investigat-
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Fig. 12. Flux density scale and astrometry checks, using the
LoTSS DR2 image as a reference. There are 28 sources crossmatched between the LOFAR-VLBI corrected image and the
reference LoTSS DR2 image. The large plot shows the integrated
flux densities of these sources plotted against each other, with a
line of equal flux density to guide the eye. The inset plot shows
the astrometric precision. The histogram is the distribution of
radial offsets of the difference in angular positions of the sources,
in arcseconds. The grey line is a Rayleigh distribution with parameter s = 0.2800 that describes the radial offsets well.

ing this further, we aim to improve the initial delay calibration, which may have downstream consequences, and
thus we defer this to a future paper. We therefore caution
the user to check their solution transfer carefully. From Table 2, it is clear that the noise increases with the distance
from the phase centre. As discussed in Section 5.1, there
are likely residual contributions to the noise on the selfcalibrated LBCS calibrator(s), which will be transferred to
these sources. On top of this, any DDEs that are different
between the calibrator(s) and source imaging directions will
contribute to the noise as we do not self-calibrate in the
imaging directions. These will be reduced with further development of the pipeline, by implementing, for example,
solution screens that can be interpolated between directions. Processing different fields with a range of sources
and ionospheric conditions will also help disentangle the
residual noise contributions from calibration and from radial field of view limitations. The non-detected sources are
all fainter, lower signal-to-noise sources, which are already
resolved at 600 and therefore may not have much compact
emission.

7. Summary and future work
We have presented a successful calibration strategy to produce images at sub-arcsecond resolution using the entire International LOFAR Telescope, using a typical LoTSS pointing. Based on previous successful work, this calibration
strategy handles the unique challenges of LOFAR imag-

ing by adapting traditional VLBI techniques. The strategy
has been implemented in the automated pipeline described
in depth in this paper. The pipeline is publicly available,
although the final self-calibration of the target is currently
expected to be adjusted by the user.
We provided guidance on the observing strategy, which
for targeted observations should place the science target
at the phase centre. We suggest using the LOFAR Surveys
KSP strategy of having the Radio Observatory only average
to 1 sec and 16 channels per subband, to preserve the field
of view against bandwidth and time smearing. The standard flux density calibrators should be given preference in
order of most to least compact, although appropriate highresolution models exist for the more complex sources.
The overall calibration strategy and details on the
pipeline processing were presented. In-depth documentation on practical configuration of the pipeline is also
provided at https://lofar-vlbi.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/. We discussed the post-pipeline processing steps,
including solution referencing amongst sources. We find
that the dTEC varies by less than 0.1 TECU across the field
after removing the bulk dispersive delay, and that phases
can successfully be transferred over ∼1.5 degrees. Based
on the source density of LBCS and the spacing of LoTSS
pointings (separation of 2.3 degrees), this means the entire
area of LoTSS should be accessible. As these steps were
based on the particular sources and their locations relative
to each other in the field, they have not yet been included
in the pipeline. Although we have tested it on HBA data,
the strategy is similar enough to that used by Morabito
et al. (2016) that it should in principle work for LBA data
as well.
The final images reach ∼ 90 µJy bm−1 noise with an
average restoring beam of 0.300×0.200 . We presented the images of the delay calibrator, secondary LBCS calibrators,
and a few sources in the field. For the delay calibrator, we
demonstrated how the astrometry and flux density scale
can be checked and, if necessary, corrected, using LoTSS as
a reference. We found good agreement in the flux density
scale, with only ∼5 percent scatter around a line of equal
total flux density. The astrometric accuracy for this source
had an overall shift of < 0.300 with individual sources having
scatter defined by a Rayleigh distribution with s =0.2800 .
Although this pipeline is a massive step forward in making LOFAR high-resolution more accessible to non-expert
users, there is still more to develop. Several tools have become available recently (e.g. dispersive-delay fringe-fitting)
that could help improve the pipeline, and techniques have
been developed that should improve the initial delay calibration. We also need to test the pipeline on a variety of
fields as the results presented here are dependent on the
ionospheric conditions for this particular observation, the
source properties of the specific LBCS calibrators in this
field, and the sky distribution of sources. Once we are certain that the pipeline is robust in most situations, it can
then be optimised for efficiency as it currently takes ∼7,000
core hours + N ×(250 core hours) to process N sources.
This will include work to ensure that the pipeline can be integrated seamlessly with the overall efforts for LoTSS data
processing, which include wide-field LOFAR-VLBI techniques.
In the near future, we plan to start post-processing ∼100
pointings from LoTSS, which will help us refine and improve the pipeline, in addition to starting to build up the
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as in Figure 9 but here it is smoothed with a 2D Gaussian kernel with width=0.800 . The white contours in the two top panels
are from the DR2 processing of this field, while the red contours are the LOFAR-VLBI imaging of this source. The bottom left
panel shows the DR2 image and contours,
√ while the bottom right panel shows the LOFAR-VLBI image and contours. The LoTSS
contours start at 10σ and increase by 2 until either
√ the data maximum is reached or nine levels have been drawn, while the
LOFAR-VLBI contours start at 7σ and increase by 2 until five levels have been drawn. The restoring beam for the radio images
are shown in the bottom two plots.

first sub-arcsecond radio survey of the entire northern sky.
This survey will be a high-resolution (HR) extension to
LoTSS, namely LoTSS-HR. Figure 16 shows a comparison
of radio surveys with respect to resolution, sensitivity (projected at 144 MHz, assuming a typical synchrotron spectral
index of α = −0.7), and sky coverage. LoTSS-HR will be
the only survey with resolutions comparable to wide-area

optical surveys, and is expected to cover ∼ 50 percent of
the entire sky (> 0◦ declination).
To get an idea of how many sources we will catalogue,
we extrapolate from the results here by noticing that all
but one source with a peak flux density in LoTSS above
1 mJy have a secure detection. In P205+55, 26 percent of
the sources satisfy this flux density limit, and 77 percent of
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Fig. 15. Selection of other sources in the field. The background images and contours are defined as in Figures 9 and 14, with
the exception of the source in the bottom right panel. This is the brightest source in the field (2.5 Jy) and the high-resolution
contours start at 50σ. The colour scale in all images is based on the noise in the image, and runs with a log stretch from -5σ to
the maximum contour level.

those are unresolved. For P205+55, 3,700 sources are within
the 1.14 degree radius where intensity losses are less than
50 percent. We therefore expect we could image around 900
sources in the field. Extrapolating to the entirety of LoTSS,
which has 3,300 pointings, this would yield just under 3
million sources. This is expected to be a lower limit as we
will continue to optimise the calibration strategy for efficient surveying. The potential for providing morphological
information for such a large number of sources, on scales
comparable to ancillary optical/NIR data, will unlock the
door to a new regime of radio survey science.
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Appendix A: Pipeline profile
In this appendix we provide a basic pipeline profile that
describes the number of core hours necessary to run the
pipeline. The number of core hours is used as every pipeline
is parallelised to make full use of the available computing
resources. Although prefactor and ddf-pipeline are described in detail elsewhere, we also provide a brief summary
for the reader. The prefactor calibrator processing required 245 core hours. In practice, this was ∼3 hours when
executed on a single compute node with 192 GB RAM and
two Intel Xeon Gold 6130 processors, which have 16 cores
each and run at 2.1 GHz. The prefactor target processing took 1,444 core hours. In practice, this was just under
30 hours to process the full bandwidth when executed on a
single compute node with 192 GB RAM and two Intel Xeon
Gold 6130 processors, which have 16 cores each and run at
2.1 GHz. The ddf-pipeline target processing took 5,389
core hours. In practice, this was ∼7 days for the full bandwidth of an eight hour pointing when executed on a single
compute node with 192 GB RAM and two Intel Xeon Gold
6130 processors, which have 16 cores each and run at 2.1
GHz. The total pre-procesing time necessary is therefore
7,078 core hours.
To profile the LOFAR-VLBI pipeline, we make use of
the genericpipeline logs output that are tagged with the
system time. For the Delay-Calibration step, we collected
the start and end times for each individual step, found the
average time per subband or band (depending on the step),
multiplied the average time by the number of times the step
was run (e.g. average time per subband × number of subbands) and finally factored in the number of cores used to
calculate the core hours. These are listed in Table A.1 and
shown visually in Figure A.1. Only steps that take longer
than 1 second are recorded. Many steps are less than 1 core
hour, with only a few steps dominating a large fraction of
the total time. In particular, over half of the time is spent
in the predict_ateam step.
This covers the total number of core hours for all of the
common steps for individual directions. From here, sources
are split out and processed independently. This can either
be done with Split-Directions or manually for further
parallelisation. Here we report the total time per source,
which is similar for both cases. Each source requires splitting out the direction twice: once with combining the core
stations into ST001 before filtering them out, and once
keeping the core stations (for the final imaging). Creating a
single direction with ST001 and correcting the beam takes
∼51 core hours, while the same but keeping the core stations takes ∼142 core hours. Self-calibration of a source
takes between ∼30 to ∼60 core hours, depending on how
many cycles one uses. Final imaging takes around 6 core
hours. Overall the time to process one direction completely
is ∼230 to 260 core hours.
The total estimated time to run the pipeline is therefore
∼7,000 core hours + (250 core hours)×(number of sources).
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Fig. A.1. Dot chart showing the number of core hours (bottom
axis) and fraction of total time (top axis) for each step.
Table A.1. Core hours for each step in the pipeline. Only steps
with more than 1 second of total time are listed.

Step
createmap_target
cp_cal_solutions
download_cats
ndppp_prep_target
make_sourcedb_ateam
predict_ateam
ateamcliptar
sort_concatmap
dpppconcat
ddf_h5parms
convert_to_h5
addIS
ndppp_applycal
aoflag
prep_delay_dir
dppp_phaseup
sort_phaseupmap
phaseup_concat
correct_beam
delay_cal_model
delay_solve
process_losoto
apply_delay
selfcal
copyST_gains
copy_delay_sols
expand_h5_map
apply_delay
Total
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0.000

CPU hours
0.60
2.65
1.33
987.77
7.29
3511.72
128.03
2.43
654.83
0.0067
0.73
0.31
536.60
448.68
0.18
254.61
0.013
0.65
2.47
0.01
9.87
0.03
0.60
2.52
0.28
0.33
0.0033
374.47
6929.03

